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This invention relates to facilities widely and diversely 
employable in secure removable and replaceable attach 
ment to items and ?xtures of various kinds and types to 
function therewith as a handheld convenient of’ human 
grip, and more particularly to ‘a handle attachment ex-' 
pediently applicable to conventional bathtub installations 
as a hand grip of convenient availability to users of the 
so-equipped tub, and has as an object to provide a novel 
and improved construction and organization of elements 
constituting a handle grip attachment of high practical 
utility. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved handle grip ‘unit adjustably adaptable to 
operative association with ‘bathtub wall members,,or anal 
»ogous elements, of differing dimensions. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved handle grip unit adapted for convenient, 
detachable, operative association with a bathtub wall 
member, or analogous element, without alteration of or 
damage to the associated member or element. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved handle grip unit mountable in or removable 
from its position of use through the agency of simple, 
commonly-available tools. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved handle grip unit expedient of economical 
production in any desired size range, simple of secure at 
tachment in position of practical use, of wide utility, and 
positive and e?icient in attainment of the ends for which 
designed throughout‘ a long useful life. 

With the foregoing and other objects in view, my in 
vention consists in the construction, arrangement, and op 
erative combination of elements as hereinafter set forth, 
pointed out in my claims, and illustrated by the accom 
panying drawing, in which -— I 

Figure 1 is an exterior elevation of an end portion of 
a conventional bathtub as equipped with a typical em 
bodiment of the invention in position of use thereon. 

Figure 2 is a top plan view of the organization ac 
cording to Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a cross section through the tub as illus 
trated, taken substantially on the indicated line 3—-3 of 
Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a section, on a relatively enlarged scale, 
through the improvement of the invention separated from 
the mounted association represented by the preceding 
views and taken substantially on the indicated line 4—4 
of Figure 3. 

Figure 5 is a transverse section through the improve 
ment on the same scale as and taken substantially on 
the indicated line 5—5 of Figure 4. 
The utility and practicality of handle grip units ad 

justably adaptable for detachable association with both 
?xed and movable members and elements are so ap 
parent as to preclude occasion for elaboration. The im 
portance of some such grip as an aid to bathtub users has 
long been recognized as evidenced by the provision of 
grips formed integrally with the tub or as accessories 
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adapted for attachment to wall areas adjacent the tub 
installation. However adequate may be the grips hereto 
fore available for association with bathtubs, a condition 
apparently unsatis?ed thereby is presented by a very large 
number of tubs lacking integral grips so installed as' to 
preclude practical association therewith of wall-mounted 
grips, which tubs are commonly characterized by smooth, 
imperforate upper margins terminating side walls of dif 
fering thicknesses, hence the instant invention is directed 
to the provision of a handle grip attachment adjustable 
for coaction with 'a considerable range of tub wall thick 
nesses and adapted for secure, detachable. association 
with the tub in any selected disposition along the upper 
rim thereof without alteration of or damage to the tub 
structure. 
As typi?ed 'by the views of the drawing, a U-shaped 

frame adjustable as to Width of opening is comprised‘ 
from complementary, expediently identicahninety degree 
angle plates 10‘and 11 opposedly paired in a slidably 
overlapped relation of corresponding web portions to 
register their other web portions in spaced parallelism. 
The angle plates 10 and 11 are formed from any suitable 
substantially rigid material, such as sheet metal, to a 
size and in a‘ strength appropriate to meet the use re 
quirements in contemplation, and in constructions adapted 
for coaction with rims of conventional bathtubs it has 
been found to be practical to provide said plates in a 
width parallel to the line of the angle bend somewhat 
greater than the width of an adult human hand and to 
form said plates with slidably coacting web portions 10’ 
and 11', respectively, outstanding perpendicularly from 
relatively longer web portions 10" and 11", respectively, 
a distance conditioning each thereof to span transversely 
of and substantially across a conventional bathtub rim of 
minimum thickness. The overlapped web portions 10’ 
and 11' of the angle plates are slidably interrelated for 
selective adjustment of the spacing between the parallel 
web portions 10" and 11" by means of elongated slots 12 
intersecting the uppermost of said overlapped web por 
tions, illustrated as the Web portion 10’, inwardlyadjacent 
and parallel to the side margins thereof and bolts 13, or 
the equivalent, engaged with and perpendicularly through 
the underlying web portion 11’ inwardly adjacent the free 
end margin thereof in extension through said slots in co 
action with nuts 14 clampable against the exposed surface 
areas of the web portion 10’ marginally of said slots. 
Thus, loosening of the nuts 14 permits slidable shift of the 
web portions 10' and 11’ relative to each other for varia 
tion in the spacing between the web portions 10" and 
11” within the range provided by the length of the slots 
12, and tightening of said nuts serves to hold the said 
web portions 10’ and 11' securely interclamped in a 
relation retentive of the adjusted spacing established be 
tween the associated web portions 10" and 11". 
The U-shaped frame constituted from the angle plates 

10 and 11 as above described mounts a handle or grip 
member parallel to and spaced outwardly from the over 
lapped web portions 10' and 11’ in a manner supplement 
ing the clamping action of the bolts 13 and their nuts 
14. The handle or grip member includes a straight, rigid, 
preferably hollow element 15 sized and conformed as 
may be desired for coaction with the human hand in a 
length approximating the width dimension of the angle 
plates, legs 16 ?xed to and similarly projecting from the 
opposite ends of said element 15 perpendicular to the 
length of the latter, and terminal ?anges 17 inturned at 
the ends of said legs 16 to parallel and to underlie adja 
cent end portions of the element 15 in spaced relation 
therewith. The ?anges 17 are adapted to seat against 
the exposed surface of the web portion 10' at the opposite 
sides of the latter when the associated legs 16 are regis 
tered with the side margins of the web portion and said 



“ wi-alikeinza- length such as to span transversely 
terms the adjacent slot 12 when said legs are so disposed. 

of the ?anges, 17 is intersected by a hole adapted 
_ tougher with the slot 12 spanned thereby for the ac 

I . ., mllidyr?thlvandiperpendicularlyoutstand 

. - we 1min 11: through saidislotiandflange, 
~ ia‘thiatnut 19- adapted to'bearonthe; surface 

"' Y i 1»; zremotefrom the‘ web portion, 10.’, 
5M1“: bolt! nuts-.19. function to securely 

‘ -@O¢mblyto£»clement 15, ‘legs 16, and ?anges 
. _~'mIilQpOd‘W€bp0rti0nS l0,’ and 11’ in a man 
in, w‘ 1-~ ' lmlative shift of’ said web portions 
“gm , ‘em-are lm'asenedrv and supplementing the 

7' at, thebolts. 1a; and. nuts 14 when said. 
,mu??e on: their bolts 18.- Asis clearly 

v w i 5,.310 bolts 18 engage with the web 
l ' 1111;’ ymnlinl'parallel tolthe free end-margin of 

Portion and approximately bisecting the latter 
inwardly; of theweb portion away from 
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: handle grip unitfor practical use, a 
, .vleuum cup 20 isv secured to‘and inwardly 
mam outer corner of each web portion 10" 

a; ,inner- face thereof, thus to provide 
" » tin- ftee endof eachof said web portions a pair 

. " ‘ than). opposed to and in registration across the 
said web portionswith the cups carried 

' I; ».u£8aidper_tions. 
- = of the improved: handle grip to use with 

_ ._ -‘ ‘omi- bathtub is- exempli?ed in Figures 1, 2, 
min-m the usual smooth n'rn upwardly terminat 
IQ tie-IQ]! d the tub. is designated by the numeral 21. 

and‘ the nuts 14 and 19 loosened on their re 
:1‘; ' 13 andlB, the web portions 10" and 11" 

In to permit engagement of the rim 21 be 
pairs of cups-20, the frame is then tele~ 

' i said rim until the web portion 11’ is close 

l, V erxaepmtioniand to secure the element 15 ‘ to 

they!!!” in; alignment’ with and spaced relation above 
in, which disposition said element 15 func 

time has grip conveniently available to users of the 
I 'M?lif??y, the'gunit is adaptable to, tub rims of 

' mm?thicknessest is ‘adjustable to any desired posi 
tin: tub'rim,,is readily removable and replace 
Illa-“(Ht susceptible of use as a carrying handle,. or 

f1 I m in. Usociations and environments having no 
‘ We! bathtubs. 

' - end-.of a bolt; 718;.or equiva-. 
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Since changes, variations, and modi?cations in the par 
ticular form, construction, and arrangement of the ele 
ments shown and described may be had without depart 
ing from the spirit of my invention, I wish to be under 
stood as being lirnited solely by the scope of the appended 
claims, rather than by any details of the illustrative show 
ing and foregoing description. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A handle grip unit comprising complementary angle 

plates opposed with corresponding webs slidably over 
lapped to de?ne a sti?, U-shaped frame adjustable as to 
width of opening between parallel rectangular plate webs, 
slots in the outer of said overlapped webs perpendicular 
to the free end thereof, fasteners slidably received through 
said slots and engaged with the inner of the overlapped 
webs manipulable to interclamp the overlapped webs in 
various positions of relative adjustment, vacuum cups 
?xed to the parallel plate webs inwardly adjacent the 
corners thereof remote from" the overlapped webs to in 
stand in spaced registration therebetween, and a. handle 
member secured by and'sparming between corresponding 
fasteners exteriorly and transversely of‘ the overlapped. 
websclosing the end-of the frame. 

2. A handle grip unit comprising complementary angle 
plates opposed with corresponding, webs slidably over 
lapped to de?ne a stiif, U-shapedframe adjustable as. to: 
Width of opening between parallel rectangular plate webs, 
slots, in the outer of said overlapped webs prependicular: 
to the free end thereof, fasteners slidably received through 
said slots and engaged. with the inner of the overlapped 
webs manipulable tov interclamp the overlappedwebsinv 
various positions of relative adjustment, vacuum cups‘ 
?xed to the parallel plate webs inwardly adjacent thev 
corners thereof remote from the. overlapped Webs toin 
stand‘ in spaced registration therebetween, a handle. ele 
ment spanning. said overlapped webs perpendicular to 
said slots, like legs ?xedly and perpendicularly outstand-' 
ing from ends, of said.‘ element, coplanar, inturned ?anges’ 
terminating said legs for engagement exteriorly against 
the outer of said overlapped webs and transversely across. 
the slots thereof, holes in said ?anges registerable with. 
the slots bridged thereby, and fasteners through said holes. 
and slots in engagement with’ the; inner of the overlapped 
webs manipulable to, secure said handle, element spacedly 
and exteriorly parallel to and‘ transversely of the over 
lapped webs in interclamping relation therewith. 
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